
        When 2016+ Toyota Tacoma HKEY Manual does everything BUT crank engine: 
 

Seems like the 1 Amp translucent green automotive blade fuse that piggy backs on 
top of the relay built into the harness either fell out or blew. I would check that. The 
fuse is located on the little black cube that’s attached to the harness. The way to 
check this before opening up trim is by you sitting in the vehicle, put it into ready 
mode, but pretend to exit the vehicle by remaining seated, open the door, then 
shut it, and then wait for the vehicle’s engine to turn off, AND 10 seconds or so later 
for the vehicle to lock itself, THEN while seated and clutching in with your foot the 
clutch pedal all the way, press lock 3 times to start it. If it starts, then it’s definitely 
the fuse. It has a slot to which it sits as pictured. 

 

 
If it’s neither of the above, check that this white wire on the rectangular 
connector going into the remote start module is not pushed out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you do have the fuse or replace the missing one AND STILL have the same 
symptoms, then I would check your Clutch Cancel Tap to make sure it’s biting 
well. By squeezing it hard with pliers while doing the same test above (while 
squeezing it AS you hit Lock 3 times in the other hand) you would then be able to 
rule out the fuse and then focus on the tap should it THEN work fine. 

 

 

 
Finally, if you’re not hearing the relay pictured above clicking when testing 
while sitting in the car as outlined above, it could be that and we can replace 
it. Best way is to hold it in your hand while testing the remote start using the 
method outlined above but WITHOUT clutching in. No apparent relay click 
could be due to the white wire in the connector being pushed out mentioned 
above, OR if you inspect the bottom of the relay socket where the four wires 
exit and ensure that non are being pushed out, which can also cause 
everything but engine crank. 
 


